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3 91. Axions and Other Similar Particles

E/N = 0 if the electric charge of the new heavy quark is taken to vanish. In general, a broad range
of E/N values is possible [28, 29], as indicated by the diagonal yellow band in Fig. 91.1. However,
this band still does not exhaust all the possibilities. In fact, there exist classes of QCD axion models
whose photon couplings populate the entire still allowed region above the yellow band in Fig. 91.1,
motivating axion search e�orts over a wide range of masses and couplings [30,31].

The two-photon decay width is
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The second expression uses Eq. (91.5) with E/N = 0. Axions decay faster than the age of the
universe if mA & 20 eV. The interaction with fermions f has derivative form and is invariant

Figure 91.1: Exclusion plot for ALPs as described in the text.

under a shift „A æ „A + „0 as behooves a NG boson,

LAff = Cf
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Here, Œf is the fermion field, mf its mass, and Cf a model-dependent coe�cient. The dimensionless
combination gAff © Cf mf /fA plays the role of a Yukawa coupling and –Aff © g

2
Aff /4fi of a “fine-

structure constant.” The often-used pseudoscalar form LAff = ≠i (Cf mf /fA) Œ̄f “5Œf „A need not
be equivalent to the appropriate derivative structure, for example when two NG bosons are attached
to one fermion line as in axion emission by nucleon bremsstrahlung [32].

In the DFSZ model [25], the tree-level coupling coe�cient to electrons is [33]

Ce = sin2
—

3 , (91.8)

where tan — is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets giving masses
to the up- and down-type quarks, respectively: tan — = vu/vd.
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are actually realized in nature, but are simple models that
capture some aspects of the underlying physical magnetic field.
For photon-ALP oscillations, the relevant aspects are the (non-
radial) strength of the magnetic field and its (radial) coherence
length. Testing the detailed properties of photon-to-ALP
conversion in more realistic turbulent magnetic fields such as
those derived from MHD simulations is an interesting exercise
but beyond the scope of the current paper.

4. Constraints on ALP Parameters

Equipped with the library of photon survival probability
curves, we can now use our HETG spectra of NGC1275 to
determine the allowed regions of the gm g,a a( )-plane.
In order to determine the probability of the parameters given

this data, appropriately marginalized over the unknown cluster
magnetic field configuration, we follow the Bayesian procedure
of Marsh et al. (2017). We assume flat priors on mln a and ggln a
in the range Î - -mlog eV 30, 11.1a10( ) [ ] and

Î - -g
-glog GeV 19, 10.7a10

1( ) [ ]. We will find that our
results are insensitive to the minimum allowed mass, and the
particular choice considered here corresponds to cosmologi-
cally large Compton wavelengths of the ALPs. The minimum
allowed coupling constant corresponds to the inverse Planck
mass, below which quantum gravitational corrections are
expected to become important. We also assume flat priors on
the randomly generated magnetic field configurations, labeled
by iA/B. Motivated by the initial fitting presented in Section 2,
our baseline spectral model for NGC1275 consists of a power-
law continuum modified by the effects of Galactic absorption
( = ´ -N 1.32 10 cm ;H

21 2 Kalberla et al. 2005).
For a given magnetic field model (Model-A and Model-B),

we take each of our photon survival probability curves
(indexed by ma, gga and the magnetic field realization iA B),
multiply by the power-law spectrum (modified by Galactic
absorption), and then fit to the unbinned HEG/MEG spectra,
minimizing the C-statistic over the HEG/MEG photon indices
and HEG/MEG normalizations. The lowest masses in our
model library ( = -mlog eV 13.6a10( ) ) yield fits that are
indistinguishable from the massless case, and hence these
model fits are used as proxies for the very low-mass region of
parameter space. Similarly, the smallest coupling constant in
our model library ( = -g

-glog GeV 13a10
1( ) ) are indistinguish-

able from the zero coupling case and hence these model fits are
used as proxies for the very small coupling region of parameter
space.

Figure 4. Some example photon survival probability curves using one representative realization of Model-B for the magnetic field structure, pγ(E). Left panel: curves
for fixed mass ( = -mlog eV 12.7a10( ) ) and magnetic field configuration, but various values of the coupling constant = -g

-glog GeV 11.9a10
1( ) (black), −12.1

(blue), −12.3 (green), −12.5 (magenta), −12.7 (red). Right panel: curves for fixed coupling constant = -g
-glog GeV 12.1a10

1( ) and magnetic field configuration, but
various ALP masses = -mlog eV 12.3a10( ) (black), −12.5 (blue), −12.7 (green), −12.9 (red).

Figure 5. Example photon survival probability curves for one choice of ALP
parameters ( = =g

- -m g10 eV, 10a a
12 12 GeV−1) and two representative

magnetic field realizations from each of Model-A (black) and Model-B (red).
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cluster. However, the simple analytic model of Churazov et al.
(2003) does not apply to small radii, r<10 kpc, where it
underestimates the electron density, and where the spherically
symmetric approximation is not justified. Applying
Equation (2) to this region leads to an overestimate of the
ALP-photon conversion probability. In our work, we con-
servatively exclude the central region, and simulate the ALP-
photon oscillations from 10 kpc out to the virial radius,
Rvir=1.8Mpc. Second, we note that the bulk of the ICM
also acts as a Faraday screen and sources RMs in addition to
those arising from the central region. Since this model
attributes the observed RMs to the Faraday screen close to
the center of the cluster, we consistently select only those
magnetic field configurations in which the cluster contribution
is subleading: RMcluster�2000 rad m−2. However, we have
found that this restriction has no statistically significant impact
on the typical conversion probabilities.

Model-B: We furthermore consider a model in which the
ratio of the thermal-to-magnetic pressure is fixed to β=100
throughout the cluster. We use the Perseus pressure profile of
Fabian et al. (2006) to derive a magnetic field strength of

m»B 7.5 G25 at r=25 kpc. Approximating the cluster as
isothermal, the magnetic field decreases with radius as
~ n re( ) , where we again use Equation (2) for the electron
density. With a central field that is suppressed with respect to
Model-A, the ALP-photon conversion from the central region
is negligible and so we can use this model from r=0 to the
virial radius. The coherence lengths of the magnetic field can
be expected to grow with distance from the center. We model
this effect by drawing the coherence lengths randomly from
(1+r/50 kpc)×3.5 kpc to (1+r/50 kpc)×10 kpc, with a
power-law fall-off as ∼L−1.2. This model produces Faraday
RMs of the same order as those observed by Taylor et al.
(2006), with the cluster as the Faraday screen. While this
choice of domain-size structure is somewhat arbitrary, it is

designed to allow comparison and connection with the results
of Model-A as well as previous studies.
For each of our two field models, we generate 500 RM-

acceptable magnetic field configurations and solve the
Schrödinger-like equation in order to calculate photon survival
probabilities across a grid of ma and gaγ. Our models sample
the gm g,a a( )-plane, spanning the range

Î - -mlog eV 13.6, 11.1a10( ) [ ] and
Î - -g

-glog GeV 13, 10.7a10
1( ) [ ]. The result is a library of

approximately 260,000 energy-dependent photon survival
probability curves for each of our two magnetic field models
(Model-A and Model-B), g gp E m g i; , ,a a A B( ), where iA/B
indexes the 500 RM-acceptable magnetic field realizations for
that given magnetic field model. Some representative photon
survival probability curves, and their functional dependence on
ma and gga , are shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 5, we compare photon survival probability curves

from two representative realizations for each of our two
magnetic field models at an illustrative point in the ALP
parameter space, = =g

- - -m g10 eV, 10 GeVa a
12 12 1. Below

4 keV, the two field models give spectral distortions of similar
magnitude, although the distortions produced by Model-A are
typically narrower. Above 4 keV, both field models show a
transition to more periodic energy structures, with Model-A
showing a marked increase in the magnitude of the distortions.
The domain models that we consider are simple enough to

make the extensive calculations required below feasible, but
complex enough to agree qualitatively with several of the
features of more elaborate stochastic models in which the
cluster magnetic field is taken to be a divergence-free function
derived from Gaussian random fields (as in Angus et al. 2014,
see in particular Section 5.2.1). The discontinuity of the
magnetic field at the boundaries of the domain does not, of
course, lead to discontinuities in the conversion probability as a
function of the radius. Neither the Gaussian random field model
nor the discrete cell model correspond to magnetic fields that

Figure 3. Left panel: best-fitting power-law model to the combined HEG (blue) and MEG (red) first-order spectra (top) with corresponding ratios of the data to the
best-fitting model. The data have been heavily binned for the purposes of plotting, but spectral fitting is performed on unbinned data. Right panel: distribution of the
ratios of the data to the best-fitting model for the HEG (blue) and MEG (red). The vertical dotted lines denote the ±3% levels.
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Chandra X-ray Observatory
グレーティングによる精密分光
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Figure 15. Conceptual arrangement of an enhanced axion helioscope with X-ray focalization. Solar
axions are converted into photons by the transverse magnetic field inside the bore of a powerful
magnet. The resulting quasi-parallel beam of photons of cross sectional area A is concentrated by
an appropriate X-ray optics onto a small spot area a in a low background detector. The envisaged
design for IAXO, shown in figure 16, includes eight such magnet bores, with their respective optics
and detectors.

field of the cluster [322]. Depending on the dark matter lifetime, the line signal can be
reproduced for axion-photon couplings of order 10�15 GeV�1 . ga� . 10�10 GeV�1 for
ALP masses ma < 10�12 eV. Interestingly, IAXO will be able to test a relatively large
region of this parameter space.

The morphology of the 3.5 keV signal can be explained by ALP-photon conversion.
The stronger signal in clusters would then arise from the larger and more extended
magnetic fields present in clusters compared to galaxies. As Perseus is a close cool-core
cluster, observations of Perseus only cover the central region with a large magnetic field
(as B / ne(r)

1
2 , the magnetic field is significantly enhanced in the central high-ne cool

core). The extremely strong signal in the centre of Perseus would then be a consequence
of the e�ciency of ALP-photon conversion in strong magnetic fields.

If this line is found to arise from new physics, ALPs then o↵er a way to reproduce the
unusual morphology.

8 Updated sensitivity prospects for IAXO

The International Axion Observatory (IAXO) is a next generation axion helioscope that aims
at a substantial step forward, of more than one order of magnitude, in sensitivity to ga� with
respect to current best limits. The baseline layout of the experiment is based on the enhanced
axion helioscope studied in [323] and sketched in figure 15. In this configuration the entire
cross sectional area of the magnet is equipped with X-ray focusing optics to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. When the magnet is pointing to the Sun, solar axions are converted
into photons, that are focused and detected by low background X-ray detectors placed at
the focal point of the telescopes. In this way a larger magnet aperture A translates directly
into the figure of merit of the experiment, as a larger signal is expected while the detector

– 52 –

できるだけ
大きな面積

できるだけ
小さい面積

IAXO

Multi Layer Super Mirror for Hard X-rays (> 10keV)

NuSTAR
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• X線天文は，実際の実験でも，技術の面でも， 
AXION / ALP の観測に寄与をしています． 

• ただ，日本のX線コミュニティはそれをあまり知りません． 
残念ですし，もったいない．．． 

• ぜひ，研究交流をさせていただけると，うれしく思います
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Xrism 衛星（2021年度打ち上げ予定）
マイクロカロリメータによる精密分光

×7

FORCE衛星（2020年代後半の実現を目指す）
低バックグラウンド広帯域X線精密撮像

銀河団等の背景のAGNのスペクトル観測
銀河団磁場でX線 → Axionの変換 赤色巨星コアの黒体放射Axionが

星間磁場で変換されたX線（kT>10keV）

第24期学術の大型
研究計画マスター
プランに採択済み
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1/4	@	2keV,	1/4	@	5keV,	1/5	@	6keV	
1/10	@	10keV,		1/3	@	20keV,	1/2	@	40keV

Giannotti+17

NuSTARの数倍の角度分解能 ⇒ 点源感度 10倍

それぞれの検出器の地上実験応用もありですね


